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Antarctica

Critical role in the global climate system

- Albedo
- Sea ice
- Sea level
- Atmospheric transport of heat & mass
- Carbon cycle
Where’s the Antarctic data?

IPCC TAR (2001)

IPCC AR4 (2007)

Despite recent indications that Antarctica cooled considerably during the 1990s, new research suggests that the world’s largest continent has been getting gradually warmer for the last 150 years, a trend not identifiable in the short meteorological records and masked at the end of the 20th century by large temperature variations.

Numerous ice cores collected from five areas allowed scientists to reconstruct a temperature record that shows average Antarctic temperatures have risen about two-tenths of a degree Celsius, or about one-third of a degree Fahrenheit, in 150 years. That might not sound like much, but the overall increase includes a recorded temperature decline of nearly 1 degree in the 1990s, said David Schneider, a University of Washington postdoctoral researcher in Earth and space sciences.

"Even if you account for the cooling in the '90s, we still see that two-tenths of a degree increase from the middle of the 1800s to the end of the 20th century," said Schneider, the lead author of a paper detailing the work published Aug. 30 in *Geophysical Research Letters*.

The main reason that Antarctica appears to have cooled during the 1990s is that a natural phenomenon called the Antarctic Oscillation, or Southern Annular Mode, was largely in its positive phase during that time. The Antarctic Oscillation is so named because atmospheric pressure in far southern latitudes randomly oscillates between positive and negative phases. During the positive phase, a vortex of wind is tightly focused on the polar region and prevents warmer air from mixing with the frigid polar air, which keeps Antarctica colder.

Typically the Antarctic Oscillation alternates between phases about every month. But in the 1990s the positive phase occurred much more often, Schneider said. Without the influence of the Antarctic Oscillation, he said, it is likely the Antarctic would show the same kind of warming as the rest of the Southern Hemisphere. Before 1975, Antarctica appears to have warmed at about the same rate as the rest of the hemisphere, about 0.25 degree C per century. But since 1975, while the Antarctic showed overall cooling, the Southern Hemisphere has warmed at a rate of about 1.4 degrees per century.

"The second half of the 20th century is marked by really large variability. The periods of cooling correspond with a very strong positive Antarctic Oscillation," Schneider said. "The caution is that we don't fully understand the feedbacks between overall climate warming and the Antarctic Oscillation. But having the 200-year record is what convinces us that there is a relationship between Southern Hemisphere temperature changes and Antarctic temperature changes."

He noted that other research has suggested that ozone depletion in the Southern Hemisphere is keeping the Antarctic Oscillation in its positive phase for longer periods.

Schneider began the work for his doctoral thesis and completed it as a post-doctoral researcher. Co-authors of the paper are Eric Steig, Schneider’s thesis adviser, and Cecilia Bitz of the UW; Tas van Ommen of the Antarctic Climate and Ecosystems Cooperative Research Centre in Australia, Daniel Dixon and Paul Mayewski of the
Calibrated annual temperature reconstruction.
SAM-related variability evident for past 100 years
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Though not all variance is explained by SAM

Coherence of reconstruction with Orcadas & SH mean
Comparing reconstructed & instrumental temperature records with IPCC model simulations


"We can now compare computer simulations with observations of actual climate trends in Antarctica," says NCAR scientist Andrew Monaghan, the lead author of the study. "This is showing us that, over the past century, most of Antarctica has not undergone the fairly dramatic warming that has affected the rest of the globe. The challenges of studying climate in this remote environment make it difficult to say what the future holds for Antarctica’s climate."

The study marks the first time that scientists have been able to compare records of the past 50 to 100 years of Antarctic climate with simulations run on computer models. Researchers have used atmospheric observations to confirm that computer models are accurately simulating climate for the other six continents. The models, which are mathematical representations of Earth’s climate system, are a primary method for scientists to project future climate.

Antarctica’s climate is of worldwide interest, in part because of the enormous water locked up in its ice sheets. If those vast ice sheets were to begin to melt, sea level could rise across the globe and inundate low-lying coastal areas. Yet, whereas climate models accurately simulate the last century of warming for the rest of the world, they have unique challenges simulating Antarctic climate because of limited information about the continent’s harsh weather patterns.

The study was published on April 5 in Geophysical Research Letters. It was funded by the National Science Foundation, NCAR’s primary sponsor, and the Department of Energy.

The authors compared recently constructed temperature data sets from Antarctica, based on data from ice cores and satellite observations, to simulations of temperature from a number of global climate models. The climate models have been used by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) for recent assessments of climate change.

Traditional models have tended to overestimate Antarctic warming, a result of the unique climate in that region and the challenges of simulating it. Yet, models that simulate Antarctica’s climate accurately have not emerged, likely due to the limited data available.

Computer models of climate change have overstated Antarctic warming, say scientists. The large volumes of water locked up in the Antarctic’s ice sheets, which could raise sea level if melted, have created intense interest in how much the region is likely to warm.

Traditionally, this has been estimated mainly from models, as observations on the ground are sparse. But Andrew Monaghan at Ohio State University and colleagues have now compiled temperature and snowfall data across Antarctica and compared them to model simulations. Monaghan’s team found that whereas the models estimated about a 0.75 °C temperature rise over the last century, temperatures actually rose by only 0.3 °C over the continent. One exception is the Antarctic peninsula, which has warmed by several degrees. The models did a good job of representing changes in snowfall, which increased in the later part of the twentieth century and decreased in the past decade.

The discrepancy in temperature change may result from the models overestimating the amount of water vapour in the Antarctic atmosphere. Interestingly, when temperatures are colder over Antarctica, there is less snowfall to replenish the ice sheet, which could potentially increase sea level rise, although other factors also affect the overall amount of ice on the continent.
How do 20-th Century simulations compare with “observations?”
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Table 2. Antarctic NSAT and Snowfall Trends and Confidence Intervals (p < 0.05) for Observations and GCMs for Various Periods and Seasons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Schneider</th>
<th>Monaghan</th>
<th>GCM ‘GRA’</th>
<th>Min GCM</th>
<th>Max GCM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature Trend</td>
<td>K century⁻¹</td>
<td>1880–1999</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>0.20 ± 0.32</td>
<td>-±</td>
<td>0.75b ± 0.07b</td>
<td>0.52b (MPI)</td>
<td>0.97b (CCC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature Trend</td>
<td>K century⁻¹</td>
<td>1960–1999</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>0.13 ± 1.95</td>
<td>0.06 ± 2.03</td>
<td>1.44b ± 0.34b</td>
<td>0.68b (GIS)</td>
<td>2.45b (CCC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature Trend</td>
<td>K century⁻¹</td>
<td>1960–1999</td>
<td>DJF</td>
<td>1.09 ± 3.06</td>
<td>1.11 ± 0.37</td>
<td>0.06 (GIS)</td>
<td>2.51 (CCC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature Trend</td>
<td>K century⁻¹</td>
<td>1960–1999</td>
<td>MAM</td>
<td>-0.61 ± 3.95</td>
<td>1.48b ± 0.57b</td>
<td>0.77 (GIS)</td>
<td>2.80b (CCC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature Trend</td>
<td>K century⁻¹</td>
<td>1960–1999</td>
<td>JJA</td>
<td>1.56 ± 4.32</td>
<td>1.88b ± 0.67b</td>
<td>1.06 (GIS)</td>
<td>2.73b (CCC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature Trend</td>
<td>K century⁻¹</td>
<td>1960–1999</td>
<td>SON</td>
<td>0.96 ± 2.92</td>
<td>1.28b ± 0.59b</td>
<td>0.71 (GIS)</td>
<td>1.78b (CCC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snowfall Trend</td>
<td>mm century⁻¹</td>
<td>1955–1999</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>32b ± 31b</td>
<td>17b ± 4b</td>
<td>5 (GIS)</td>
<td>26b (CCC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/T Sensitivity</td>
<td>% K⁻¹</td>
<td>Varies⁵</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>-±</td>
<td>4.9 ± 4.9</td>
<td>5.5 ± 0.8</td>
<td>2.4 (MRI)</td>
<td>7.1 (MPI)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Monaghan et al., 2008)
What is the global connectivity of Antarctic ice cores?

We are moving towards a global data base of ice core records...

...regional and global-scale signals are evident, but many coverage gaps exist.

(Schneider and Noone, 2007)
An exceptional mid-century El Niño recorded in West Antarctic ice

Schneider D.P., and E.J. Steig, 2008: Ice cores record significant 1940s Antarctic warmth related to tropical climate variability, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 105, 12154-12158.

Tropical Pacific
August 12, 2008

Boulder—Dramatic year-to-year temperature swings and a century-long warming trend across West Antarctica are linked to conditions in the tropical Pacific Ocean, according to a new analysis of ice cores conducted by scientists at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and the University of Washington (UW). The findings show the connection of the world's coldest continent to global warming, as well as to periodical events such as El Niño.

"As the tropics warm, so too will West Antarctica," says NCAR's David Schneider, who conducted the research with UW's Eric Steig. "These ice cores reveal that West Antarctica's climate is influenced by atmospheric and oceanic changes thousands of miles to the north."

The research appears this week in the online Early Edition of Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. The work was supported by the National Science Foundation, NCAR's sponsor.

Scientists are keenly interested in whether warming will destabilize the West Antarctic ice sheet over a period of decades or centuries. The ice sheet covers an area of the size of Mexico, averages about 6,500 feet deep, and, if melted, would raise global sea levels by about 8 to 16 feet (2.5-5 meters).

Antarctica's climate is difficult to study, partly because there are few observations of this vast and remote region and partly because the cold, dry atmosphere is unlike that of the other six continents. Scientists previously determined that Antarctica overall probably warmed by about 0.4 degrees Fahrenheit (0.2 degrees Celsius) in the last century. But it has not been apparent until now that low-lying West Antarctica is more responsive to global warming trends than East Antarctica, where wind patterns have largely kept out comparatively warm air.

When a strong El Niño develops across the tropical Pacific, it can influence weather and climate as far away as the southern polar region. This occurs via a "wave train" of areas with unusually high or low pressure that follow along the equator. These anomalies feed on each other, leading to warmer-than-normal temperatures in West Antarctica. "As the El Niño event is yet another reason why Antarctica is warming," says Schneider.

This phenomenon, however, only occurs when the tropics are warm. "We've found that when the tropics are cool, there is no indication that West Antarctica is warming," says Schneider. "So it's the warming in the tropics that is driving the warming in West Antarctica."

The new set of cores analyzed by Schneider and Steig comes from a relatively snowy part of the continent.

This provides enough detail for scientists to infer year-to-year temperature changes. The data show that the Antarctic climate is highly responsive to changes in the Pacific. For example, during a major El Niño event from 1939 to 1942, temperatures in West Antarctica rose by about 6 to 10 degrees F (3-6 degrees C), and then dropped by an estimated 9 to 13 degrees F (5-7 degrees C) over the next two years. El Niño is a periodic shift in air pressure accompanied by oceanic warming in the tropical Pacific.

Although the heart of El Niño's oceanic warming is in the tropical Pacific, it often fosters a circulation pattern that pushes relatively mild, moist air toward West Antarctica, where it can temporarily displace much colder air. As a result, West Antarctica has one of the world's most variable climates.

"These results help put Antarctica's recent climate trends into a global context," says Schneider.

Steig adds that while the influence of tropical climate on West Antarctic climate was not unknown, "these results are the first to demonstrate that we can unambiguously detect that influence in ice cores."

"Antarctic climate")
Elucidating the connection of the tropics with Antarctic climate: A key role for tropical SST?
Elucidating the connection of the tropics with Antarctic climate: A key role for tropical SST?

SST & SLP anomalies during the 1939-42 El Nino

(Schneider and Steig, 2008)
Not all bad news for models

EOFs 1&2 in a 1150-year simulation using the Climate System Model version 1.4 (simulations by Caspar Ammann et al)
Modeled & observed spatial patterns in near-surface temperature

EOFs 1-2 of SH TREFHT JJA CSM1.4

EOF1

EOF2

(a) Surface Temp vs SAM

(b) Surface Temp vs SOI

EOFs 1&2 of satellite-derived temps (Schneider et al., 2004)

surface temps vs SAM and SOI (Kwok and Comiso, 2003)
Summary

• Antarctic climate is poorly observed

• ITASE ice cores fill in a huge data gap

• Climate reconstructions based on ice cores enable comparisons with climate model simulations

• Coupled climate models have trouble reproducing the observed trends in Antarctic temperatures

• SST trends, El Ninos, are strongly linked to Antarctic climate, and are evident in the ice cores

• Atmospheric models forced by observed SSTs do a reasonably decent job of reproducing observed changes

• SST appears to play a stronger role in driving Antarctic trends than does ozone depletion

• West Antarctic warming over the past 100 years is greater than East Antarctic warming/cooling